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T H E  C H A R I S M A T I C

BIOLOGISTS ARE WORKING TO CONSERVE THESE HIGHLY MOBILE 

SNAKES – AND THE SHRUBLAND HABITAT THEY RELY ON

BY 

BRENDAN CLIFFORD

t’s a mild 60-degree April afternoon as I begin my 

approach with short, measured steps. The branches 

of the scattered shrubs are still bare, and a mixture of 

dead grass and leaves covers the ground. Every few steps, 

I pause and listen for a rustling sound while my eyes dart 

back and forth in anticipation. I’m approaching one of the 

black racer sites I’ve been monitoring for the past several 

years, and I suspect there will be snakes out on this day, 

warming their bodies after the long winter.

Black Racer

Fish and Game biologist Brendan Clifford carefully handles an adult black racer in 
preparation for collecting data including length, weight, sex and estimated age.
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Black Racer
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habitats and increasing development are the most apparent causes of 
these population declines, which have led to racers being designated 
as a "Species in Greatest Conservation Need" in the New Hampshire 

Wildlife Action Plan. 
Following their designation as 

a state-threatened species in 2008, 
biologists felt they needed a better 
understanding of how black racer 
populations used and selected 
habitats in the forest-dominated 
landscape of New Hampshire. 
In 2010, Fish and Game began a 
study to identify racer habitat use 
at several sites across southern 
New Hampshire, research funded 
by federal State Wildlife Grants, 
Conservation (Moose) License 

Plate revenue and donations to the Nongame and Endangered 
Wildlife Program. Biologists followed thirty individual racers, 
collecting data on the distances they traveled, habitats they preferred 
and locations where they hibernated. Armed with this information, 
they could develop conservation strategies to help protect this 
elusive native snake. 

At the northern edge of 

their geographic range, 

racers appear to be 

much less common than 

they were historically.

As I carefully climb over a small rock pile, I suddenly freeze at the 
sight of shiny black scales glistening in the sun. I peer through my 
binoculars to get a better look. The snake is half covered by leaves 
with his head raised, alert to me. On 
a hot summer afternoon he would 
have already fled as I approached, 
but today he remains still, not want-
ing to leave the warm sunlight. It’s 
not often a racer poses for a photo, 
but this time he obliges. 

I can vividly recall almost every 
snake I’ve encountered, especially 
the charismatic black racers. While 
many people look forward to spring 
for the green-up or warmer weather, 
I spend the winter in anticipation of 
my field days in April. This is one of 
the best times of year to find snakes, because they often bask out in 
the open after emerging from hibernation. 

For the past several years, I’ve been searching for racers to docu-
ment and assess their populations in New Hampshire. Here at the 
northern edge of their geographic range, racers appear to be much 
less common than they were historically. Loss of suitable shrubland 

Fish and Game biological aide Loren Valliere (left) 
tracks a racer in a slash pile using radio-telemetry. The 
racers were fitted with transmitters (shown above in 
actual size) enabling biologists to collect critical data, 
including travel distances and hibernation locations. 
The black racer below emerges from a chipmunk 
burrow. More than half of the racers tracked used 
chipmunk burrows for their winter den.  
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Over the past 300 years, the New Hampshire landscape 

has gone through many changes, and racer populations 

have been impacted as available habitat increased and 

decreased. Racers rely on early-successional habitats 

– those dominated by grasses, shrubs and saplings. 

In pre-colonial times, these habitats were created by 

natural disturbances like fires, beaver flooding or severe 

weather. Early settlers converted forests to agricultural 

fields and pastures. As farms were abandoned, fields 

became overgrown and turned into shrublands, creating an 

A CHANGING LANDSCAPE

Sand and gravel pits: Old sandpits are often slow to revegetate and 
may remain as early successional habitats for decades.

Slash piles: Racers and other snakes use brush piles as a place to 
forage for mice, as cover to shed their skin, or as nesting sites.

Power-line corridors: These corridors are managed to keep the 
vegetation near the ground and away from the wires, creating 
shrubland habitats that racers and other wildlife may use.

Stone walls: Bordering fields and forest edges, stone walls 
provide attractive locations for snakes to bask or shed their skin.

abundance of suitable habitat for racers and other species 

like New England cottontails, American woodcocks and 

smooth green snakes. 

While racer populations likely thrived during this transi-

tion, old fields and shrublands eventually reverted back to 

forests or were overtaken by development. The habitats for 

racers that exist in New Hampshire today may be insuf-

ficient or too fragmented for some populations to persist in 

the future. Fortunately, certain man-made habitats provide 

the conditions racers need.

Critical Habitats
In tracking these snakes, we’ve come to realize that racers were 

named appropriately: they are active snakes! Compared to the much 
more common garter snake that may remain in your backyard for 
the entire year, an individual racer may move miles in a given year. 
They travel in search of shrubland habitats that occur across the 
landscape in a variety of forms and sizes. Given the high mobility 
of racers, larger shrubland areas are more suitable than smaller 
patches that are often fragmented by roads or developments. At 

sites with larger shrubland patches, like power-line corridors, 
abandoned gravel pits or recent clearcuts, snakes often remained 
in these habitats for extended periods. 

Conversely, racers tended to move more often and longer dis-
tances when large habitat patches were absent. At these sites, we 
observed several individual snakes traveling over a mile through 
forested habitats to reach the edges of agricultural fields or over-
grown sections of backyards. As they moved through extensive 
forest blocks in search of these small patches, they would often 
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WHICH SNAKE IS IT?

Black racers (above) are one of eleven species of snakes found in New Hampshire. 
They are glossy black with a white chin, and will often lift their head high off the 
ground to survey their surroundings (above right). Racers have a sleek appearance, 
because they are built for speed – relying on their quickness and ease of movement 
to capture prey. Contrary to their scientific name (Coluber constrictor), racers do not 
constrict their prey; they simply bite and swallow whatever they can catch – mice, 
snakes, frogs, insects, eggs, even birds on occasion. 

Northern water snakes (below right) have a noticeable banding pattern around their 
body and will often bask on land away from the water. They have shorter, thicker 
bodies, but occasionally may appear almost solid black and be mistaken for racers.   

Like many snake species, racers will often vibrate their tails as a nervous response 
to people. In dry leaves, this may resemble the sound of a rattle, but only the timber 
rattlesnake (extremely rare in New Hampshire) has an actual rattle (left).
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As we plan conservation actions to protect our racer populations, 
we’ll need to consider the current landscape and whether suitable 
habitat can be protected or managed. Sites where several dens are 
connected by high-quality habitat will be given priority over those in 
heavily developed landscapes where movement has been restricted 
by roads or buildings. At large sites, strategies may focus on 
protecting land or working with landowners to maintain or enhance 
critical habitats. At smaller, more developed sites, the focus may 
be more on outreach to landowners who are likely to have snakes 
visiting their backyards. In each case, we will strive to work with the 
public to build appreciation and support in New Hampshire for the 
important ecological roles of black racers and other snakes.

Brendan Clifford is a biologist with Fish and Game's Nongame and 
Endangered Wildlife Program.

Scattered racer populations may be found in New 

Hampshire from the Lakes Region south, with 

higher concentrations occurring in south/central areas. 

The red line on the map below indicates the snake's 

likely northernmost range. Towns surveyed in the 

study are highlighted. Fish and Game is interested in 

your racer observations or any knowledge of historic 

populations that you may have. 

E-mail your stories to RAARP@wildlife.nh.gov.

RANGE AND DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE BLACK RACER

stop over in areas that had been recently logged, where increased 
sunlight penetrated to the ground. These managed forest areas 
appeared to be fewer than five years past the timber harvest and 
were characterized by an abundance of shrubby vegetation where 
trees had been removed. 

In addition to high-quality shrubland habitats, winter hibernac-
ula or "dens" are also of vital importance to sustain populations. 
Like many reptiles and amphibians in northern climates, racers 
spend almost half the year hibernating in burrows or crevices 
below the frost line. More than half of the racers we tracked used 
chipmunk burrows as winter dens, while the others used rocky 
hillsides or man-made features like back-filled rock or spaces 
under power-line stanchions. 

Like many snake species, racer dens tend to be communal, with 
multiple snakes using the same den and the same sites used each 
year. The racers that we tracked over several years did return to the 
same den site, although some snakes that used chipmunk burrows 
one year chose a different burrow the next. The larger populations 
tended to be those where a rocky hillside was used and upward of 
thirty snakes may have been able to share the same den. Individual 
chipmunk burrows appeared to only support five to ten snakes, and 
populations using these tended to occupy several different burrows 
on a given hillside. 

Although chipmunk burrows are more abundant than rocky 
hillsides, the populations that use them may be more vulnerable 
to winter mortality because they are not as structurally sound as 
rock. We observed snakes that had become trapped at two of our 
study sites; the only reason the populations there were saved was 
because the snakes had transmitters and we knew where to dig! At 
one site, a vehicle had compacted the burrow entrance; at the other 
site, the ground appeared undisturbed. When no snakes emerged 
from either den for a month after the populations at other sites had 
dispersed, we carefully excavated each burrow with shovels and 
were shocked to find multiple live snakes in each! 

Sustaining Populations 
Even though racers can still be found across southern New 

Hampshire, many populations are likely present at lower densities 
than they have been in the past. Of the populations we monitored, 
the two largest were estimated at fewer than fifty individuals, while 
the others were probably closer to fifteen to thirty individuals.  We 
have anecdotal accounts of historic populations with more than one 
hundred snakes, but dens of that size seem unlikely today, given the 
loss of habitat and increased human density. 

The more likely scenario today is that many small populations 
of racers are scattered across the southern parts of the state, with 
the larger populations persisting at sites where suitable habitat has 
been maintained for decades (see map, above right). These large 
populations may have one communal den, like a rocky hillside, or 
be comprised of several smaller dens that are connected by high-
quality habitat. In both situations, the habitat supporting the popula-
tions tends to lack major movement barriers like high-traffic roads 
or extensive developments. 

CONCORD
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